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Telestream Provides Media Transcoding Platform for Al Jazeera Media Network’s 

European HQ for News Gathering, Current Affairs & Live News Output 

London production centre is first Al Jazeera facility to adopt worldwide technology refresh built  

around file-based workflows  

 

Nevada City, Calif., May 13, 2015 – Telestream
®
, the leading provider of digital video tools and workflow 

solutions today announced the successful deployment of a Vantage transcode farm at Al Jazeera Media 

Network’s London news gathering, current affairs programming and live news output facility. Designed and 

installed by international systems integration specialist, Danmon Systems, this radical file-based technology 

upgrade sees the relocation of Al Jazeera’s European news headquarters to London’s iconic Shard building. 

 

Broadcasting to over 220 million households in 100 countries, and with over 4000 staff from over 70 

nationalities, Al Jazeera Media Networks is one of the leading global news providers. The London news 

production centre, designed around super-fast file-based workflows, will provide a blueprint for every Al 

Jazeera Media Network facility worldwide. 

 

At the Shard, Danmon Systems, working together with Al Jazeera’s in-house specialists, has created a fully 

redundant file-based workflow. It integrates Telestream’s Vantage Transcode Pro Connect, Analysis and 

Avid Advanced options running on GPU accelerated Telestream Lightspeed Servers alongside an Avid news 

system and Arvato VPMS media asset management (MAM) system. The Telestream Vantage transcode 

farm is used to ingest media into the news production workflow: its super-fast operation allows Avid editors 

to start editing while still ingesting news feeds such as Reuters and AP. Both media and associated 

metadata are ingested, transcoded and delivered to Avid Interplay PAM via Web Services, enabling staff to 

edit stories very quickly, referencing valuable metadata and growing H264 proxy and hi-res media files far 

quicker than before. 

 

“The workflow at the London facility is completely new and re-writes the rule book in terms of design, 

operation, speed and efficiency,” commented Søren Bruun, Operations Manager at Danmon Systems 

Group. “Vantage’s ability to very rapidly ingest media into the Avid system enables Al Jazeera staff to start 

editing stories and get them to air in the shortest time possible. Vantage’s ability to present a growing media 

file to the Avid newsroom system is a key component in achieving this.” 

 

Danmon Systems started installing the news production and output system in the last quarter of 2014 and 

the system went live in February this year. Al Jazeera Media Network reports that the workflow is operating 

beyond expectations and is providing major operating efficiencies. “In choosing our new platform for our 

worldwide upgrade to a modern file-based solution, Telestream was the obvious choice to provide our 

primary transcoding solution, using their proven Vantage solution on their innovative Lightspeed 

infrastructure,” said Feras Al Suliti, Director of Network Operations at Al Jazeera Media Network. “The tight 

integration between Vantage and our other vendors has proven invaluable, and now we have our solution 

http://www.telestream.net/telestream-home.htm
http://www.telestream.net/vantage/overview.htm


working well in Europe, we look forward to bringing further innovations into our operation, and increased 

efficiencies as we continue to roll this platform out to our other sites.” 

  

More information is available at www.telestream.net.  

 

#### 

 

Trademarked company and product names are the property of their respective companies. 

 

About Telestream 

Telestream provides world-class live and on-demand digital video tools and workflow solutions that allow 

consumers and businesses to transform video on the desktop and across the enterprise. Many of the world’s 

most demanding media and entertainment companies as well as a growing number of users in a broad 

range of business environments, rely on Telestream products to streamline operations, reach broader 

audiences and generate more revenue from their media. Telestream products span the entire digital media 

lifecycle, including video capture and ingest; live and on-demand encoding and transcoding; captioning; 

playback and inspection, delivery, and live streaming; as well as automation and orchestration of the entire 

workflow. Telestream corporate headquarters are located in Nevada City, California. The company is 

privately held. For more information, visit www.telestream.net. 

 

About Al Jazeera Media Networks 

Al Jazeera strives to deliver content that captivates, informs, inspires and entertains.  

Launched in 1996, Al Jazeera was the first independent news channel in the Arab world dedicated to 

providing comprehensive news and live debate. 

It challenged established narratives and gave a global audience an alternative voice—one that put the 

human being back at the centre of the news agenda—quickly making it one of the world’s most influential 

news networks. 

Since then, it’s added new channels and services, with more than 70 bureaus around the world, while 

maintaining the independent and pioneering spirit that defined its character.  

Each subsidiary follows the same principles—values that inspire it to be challenging and bold, and provide a 

‘voice for the voiceless’ in some of the most underreported places on the planet. 
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About Danmon Systems Group  
Danmon Systems Group (www.danmonsystems.com) is one of the world's most experienced providers of 

systems integration support to television and radio broadcasters, postproduction houses and professional 

audio studios, as well as the corporate, academic and government sectors. Danmon's fields of activity 

include every aspect of broadcast and electronic media technology, from consultancy to production and 
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postproduction, transmission and archiving, encompassing video, audio, graphics, streaming, audio visual 

and multimedia applications.  

Danmon Systems Group is part of Dan Technologies' Group, one of Europe's leading suppliers of audio, 

video, transmission products and digital media solutions. The Dan Technologies Systems Integration 

Division covers a wide spectrum of operations ranging from designing, installing and commissioning studios, 

playout centres, news-rooms and satellite systems to providing the complete infrastructure of television and 

radio stations for major broadcasters and service providers worldwide. The Systems Integration Division 

operates internationally from offices in Scandinavia, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.  
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